
Monster Truck Bouncer Rules / Set up 

*A responsible adult must supervise children at all times while on the inflatable. 

Must be pinned down at corners into the ground with supplied pegs or supplied sand bags if it is used on 
a hard surface.  

Clearance needed for this unit is 15’ x 15’ x 17’(h) 

Limit of children on unit at one time  

Age 1-4 up to 8 kids Age 5-8 up to 7 kids Age 9-12 up to 6 kids 

-NO climbing or hanging from the basketball hoop. 

-Do not allow anyone on the inflatable while inflating/deflating. 

-Children are not allowed to climb, sit or hang on the inflatable walls. 

-Do not allow children to bounce on the front safety step. The safety step is to assist users in getting 
on/off safely. 

- avoid small and large children using the inflatable at the same time. 

-All shoes, and jewelry must be removed. We also recommend glasses be removed. 

-No food or drinks to be consumed while on the inflatable to avoid both mess and possibility of choking. 

-No face paints, party poppers, colored streamers or silly string as these make a terrible mess and can 
also stain the inflatable for which you will be liable for payment to clean or repair. 

-No smoking, fires or barbecues to be used near the inflatable. 
-No pets allowed on the inflatable. 

-It is advisable to ensure that no one with any history of back or neck problems use the inflatable. 

-In the event of heavy rain, it is strongly recommended that the inflatable is switched off for safety 
reasons. When safe,  to re-use switch back on and towel dry any remaining wetness before allowing 
children back on. 

-Occasionally check that the inflatable is still securely pegged down. 

- If the inflatable fails for whatever reason, evacuate immediately to prevent injury. 

-Please remember if the castle is dirty or damaged when collected the hirer is liable for the full repair or 
cleaning costs. 

I, ________________________________________ (the renter) have read and will follow the above 
rules. 

 

 

Signature of Renter   Signature of Fly Times Representative               Date 


